RESIDENTIAL SAMPLE SITE PLAN

PROPERTY LINE

ROAD NAME

HIDRANT WHERE APPLICABLE

DISTANCE TO PUBLIC

CONNECTS TO PUBLIC ROAD

R-2.5F FROM ROAD

KNOX LOCK

RAMP ENTRY

DET 5 W/ GATE PERS

ADDRESSeson

SEC 95.1

TURNAROUND - DWG. 3.4

VEGETATION DWG. 2

ROAD CLEARANCE FROM

DRIVERWAY/ROAD GRADE

ALL WEATHER SURFACE

25X MAX SLOPE

TURNAROUND AT EACH

STRUCTURE (TP)

VICTORY MAP

CREEK

MAJOR ROAD

MINOR ROAD

PROJECT NAME

OF THE TRUCK

OF THE TRUCK IS ON THE SIDE

PROVIDE PROJECT NAME

CITY ADDRESS CITY

APPLICANT NAME

APPLICANT PHONE

PROJECT ADDRESS CITY

40 - 150

PERMIT NO

CONNECTION IS ON THE SIDE

WHEN CONNECTED

DRIVE IS NOT BLOCKED

LOCATE HYDRAINT SO THAT

NORTH

PROPERTY LINE

SEC 95.1

30 MIN TO PROP LINE

VEHICLE CLEARANCE FROM

CONCRETE FLOOR OR SLAB

NON COMBUSTIBLE TANK F.

TURNAROUND DWG. 4

WATER TANKAGE TAKE

SEE DWG. 9

30 MIN TO PROP LINE

STREET NAME

NORTH

PROVIDE STREET NAME

10 MIN TO PROP LINE